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A method is presented for the generation of OH type grids about transport type aircraft. 
The method combines a hyperbolic grid generation scheme with source terms 
obtained with a panel method in such a way that OH type grids around fairly complex 
shapes with concavities can be generated easily. The components of the method: 
a method to generate grids with a panel method and the hyperbolic grid generation scheme, 
will be described and applications will be shown. 

Introduction 

In the development of many modern airplanes aeroelastic 
analysis is required in the transonic speed range. This im
plies the development of computer methods to determine 
the unsteady transonic flow about realistic aircraft con
figurations which have to be executed efficiently on com
putational grids. The computational grids may be gen
erated with recent sophisticated grid generation methods 
such as the multi-block methods and unstructured grid 
methods, at the expense however of a few drawbacks: 1) 
multi- block methods are not easy to use for 'non-grid 
expert' applicators and 2) multi- block and unstructured 
grids increase the computation time and the development 
time considerably. At the Unsteady Aerodynamics and 
Aeroelasticity Departement of NLR it was decided to de
velop a mono-block OH type grid generator for aeroelas
tic applications to complete aircraft aiming at reducing 
the aforementioned drawbacks. The grid generator is re
quired in particular to generate grids of acceptable qual
ity about concave areas such as airfoil noses and wing-
fuselage junctions and should be easy to use for 'non-
grid expert' applicators. Therefore a 2-D investigation 
was conducted of the generation of O type grids around 
transverse cross-sections of transport type aircraft. Re
search was performed on methods which generate grids in 
a more natural way by an evolutionary process starting 
at the boundaries of the configuration and constructing 
the grid according to an inflation analogy. The research 
resulted in a panel method for generating grids by solving 
the flow about an inflating body which was reported in 
[4]. During these developments the conclusion was drawn 
that a combination of the panel grid generator method 
and the hyperbolic grid generation method [1, 3] would 
be preferable in terms of computational cost and complex
ity in 3-D and this has resulted in the present method. 
Its essence is a hyperbolic grid generator which uses an 
integral method for direction and growth control in con
cave areas where the standard hyperbolic grid generator 
fails thereby reducing the effort to generate grids of ac
ceptable quality. The paper describes this method and 
shows results of 2-D and 3-D examples. 

Grid generation by panel method 

The grid generation method starts from an initial bound
ary contour discretization F^o (boundary surface grid) 
and generates the required contours fj^ denoted by the 
contour index k as follows: 

1. From the contour grid line discretization r}^ an esti
mate of a new contour grid line discretization rfk+1 

is constructed in normal direction at a distance pro
portional to the spacing of the contour. The estimate 
is improved by the following steps to avoid grid fold
ing. 

2. A panel method ([4]) for the solution of the Helm-
holtz eq.: 

4>yy + <t>zz ~ K2(f> = 0 , 

is applied using the previous contour discretization 
fj^ with outflow boundary conditions: 

q.n = fj - ( ^ + 1 ~ 'v.*)-".?,* 
6T (1) 

which simulate a potential flow about a inflating 
body during a uniform time increment ST. The so
lution provides the flow velocities <fy k+i = V</>. In
creasing K reduces the global interference effect. 

3. Various ways of constructing the final grid contour 
line discretization rj^+% in the flow direction q are 
possible. One way which has been applied success
fully is: 

(rj.k+1 ~ rj,k) = (1 - P)drfik + 

(3 
dpff*iMk «*,*+*•";.* «;,*+* 

(2) 

w here drfk — ( rj^) and (3 is a relaxation IB 

parameter. 
Choosing (3—1 will construct the grid along stream
lines emanating from the contours. The first fraction 
reduces the growth in areas where the flow is non-
orthogonal and the second fraction reduces the flow 
in zones where parts of the contour are close together. 
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Figure 1: Grid generated with 
Panel grid generator: K = 0.0. 

Figure 3: Grid generated with 
Panel grid generator: K = 0.0. 

Figure 2: Grid generated with 
Panel grid generator: K = 0.5. 

Figure 4: Grid generated with 
Panel grid generator: K = 0.5. 

This algorithm and its variants have been applied to sev
eral problems with concavities and their ability to prevent 
grid folding has been determined. Examples of 2-D grids 
generated with the method are shown in figures 1 to 4 
about geometries which are symmetric with respect to 
the z-axis and only the part in the first and fourth quad
rant are shown. The uneven figures shows results ob
tained with the Laplace equation (« = 0.0,/? = 1.0) and 
the even figures show results with the Helmholtz equation 
(K — 0.5,/? = 1.0). The main characteristic of the grids 
is the tendency to approximate very soon an equal ar-
clength distribution. No grid folding in concave areas nor 
declustering in concave corners shows up and at the 360° 
convex corners grid lines seem to cluster a bit with much 
skewness. It should be remembered that also the sym
metric part of the configuration contributes to the grid 
directions which is felt particularly at the lower 360° con
vex edge in figure 3 and 4. With respect to the K damping 
term some small effects on grid folding and declustering 
are visible and a reasonable reduction of skewness can be 
noticed. 

The aforementioned method has still a few drawbacks: 

1. For some configurations the skewness might become 
too large. In which case the flow direction q of equa
tion 2 should be limited. 

2. In general, orthogonal grids cannot be generated with 
the Helmholtz equation and a panel method for other 
linear 'viscous' equations like the biharmonic one is 
then required. 

3. The algorithm is explicit and might become unstable 
for some choices of grid spacing and growth. 

4. The computational cost is equivalent to N2,where 
N denotes the number of grid points on a contour. 
To reduce the cost,especially for 3-D applications, 
the method would need the embedding of multi-grid 
and clustering techniques [5], Because accuracy and 
convergence requirements are much less restrictive 
in grid generation it should then be possible to make 
the computational cost closely equivalent to N. How
ever,the development t ime is expected to be j consid
erable. 

Due to these drawbacks it was decided for 3-D grid gen
eration to combine the panel grid generator method with 
a hyperbolic grid generator method which is described in 
the following section. The latter can generate orthogo
nal grids ,is implicit and efficient, but suffers from grid 
folding and declustering which can be prevented by the 
embedding of control by the panel grid generator. 
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3-D Hyperbolic grid generator 
with panel method control 
The present 3-D hyperbolic grid generator follows closely 
the 2-D mathematical model as published in [3] and previ
ous 2-D and 3-D work as published in [1, 2], The present 
mapping from the computational space to the physical 
domain is based on the equations: 
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Here (£, 77 and £) denote the coordinates of the compu
tational space, 9 and </> are the angle control terms first 
introduced in [3] for the 2-D problem. 

The angles and the volume control term V are specified 
by the panel grid generator described earlier. For appli
cations to slender transport type aircraft the assumption 
is made that 0 and </> can be obtained in a quasi 3-D (strip 
theory method) way by application of the panel grid gen
erator to 2-D transverse and longitudinal cross sectional 
reference contours. In the present work only two refer
ence contours have been used:the 2-D transverse contour 
in the Trefftz plane i = N{ and a 2-D longitudinal con
tour formed by the average x positions and the radius of 
equivalent circular contours having the same circumfer
ence as the grid contours i. In future work these data 
will be generated by a complete quasi 3-D panel method. 
For non-slender bodies which are not the subject of the 
present method a complete 3-D panel method might be 
needed. 

Next the non linear equations (3) to (5) are linearized 
about the state r° — (x0,y°,z0Y resulting in the linear 
equation: 

Af( + Brn + Cf( = / 

which can be written as the 3x3 hyperbolic system: 

G-lAr(. + C-lBr„ + f( = C~lf (6) 

where: 

• cos <t>°x° 
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Aim: 

/ = ( c o s < ? i - c o s ^ 0
) c o s e - c o s f J 0 , F + 2 V 0 ) ' . 

Finally equation (6) is integrated in ( direction by the 
approximate factorization method: 

[ j + a(C-M)*6 € -e(Av) | ] . 

[/ + aiC^B)^ - e(Av)i)] (n+i - n) = C^fk~~-

l(C-lA)k6s - e ( A V ) | + {C-lB)k6v - e ( A V ) J ] n (7) 

where k denotes the constant £ contours and y , A , and S 
are backward.forward and central difference operators in 
77,£, respectively. G~1,A,B, and / are calculated at the 
known k level, a is the implicitness parameter. Values of 
a > 1 can be used to inhibit grid folding in concave zones. 
e is the fourth-order dissipation parameter. Values of e > 
0 can be used to smooth initial discontinuities. Extending 
[1], the right hand side of equation (7) is specified by 
functions with 'simple' shape and exponential growth or 
shrinkage: 

V = ek
eV'+ (1 - e*)V? 

and: 

cos0 = e £ + 1 ( c o s 0 * ) * = o 

cos< ,* + !/ (cos</5 )jt=o 

where ec is the clustering (exponential) parameter, V" = 
b£,%(Rk+i +Rk)(Rk+i — Rk)jffr is the volume of a uniform 
distribution in the far field ,Rk is the smallest radius of the 
equivalent circular bodies having the same circumference 
or volume as the grid contours i = 0 . . . AT,- and <5& denotes 
the axial width of the cylinder strip i. 

R\ is obtained by letting each point i,j grow by min( | 
'T? I) I ?7»i) \)>J,oAR where AR denotes the average aspect 
ratio of the grid cells which has to be specified by the 
user. The other Rk's are determined for a completely 
convex surface k by: 
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Rk+1 = Rk + (l + ec)(Rk - i£*._i) 

and in other cases by: 

Rk + 1 = Rk H „ • 
.ru--i 

The other volumes are determined by: 

'V 
V' = eb 

Vs Vs -\-(I - eb)V
s 

k = 0 

Vs = 
( / 2 i + 1 - ygQigjfe 

I r f x r„ \j,k=o ^ (8) 

+ (l - e«) I n; x 7^ I m m ( l ?re I' I ?r'j) l)»,j,o^R 
where ej is the BEM parameter. Values of ej > 0 can be 
applied to activate the BEM grid generation algorithme to 
the k = 0 contour to prevent grid folding in concave zones 
and to concentrate grid lines somewhat in convex zones. 
The evaluation of cos <j>b ,cosOh and Vj is straightforward. 
eu is the uniformity parameter. A value of 1 produces con
tours at approximately equal distances while a value of 0 
produces contours at approximately the contour spacing. 
The latter is less stable. 

The 3x3 equations (7) are solved for each i and j con
tour by inverting a 13x(3x(iV,- or Nj)) diagonal band ma
trix, first for all contours j and next for all contours i. 
Based on the aforementioned modelings a computer sys
tem BLOWUP has been developed for the generation of 
OH type meshes which consist of a preprocessor mod
ule which main task is the generation of the surface grid 
including the upwind slits (so-called diaphragmas) and 
downwind slits (wakes) and a. grid generation module. 
Besides the abovementioned formulations the computer 
program has been designed such that the panel grid gen
eration method can be invoked also from k#0 grid con
tours which makes it possible to start with an orthogonal 
grid while limiting of Vs can be applied in concave areas. 
Also smoothing of the right hand side can be applied and 
finally post-elliptic smoothing with control functions [6] 
is embedded. 

Quasi 3-D examples 
Quasi 3-D grids about geometries with constant cross-
sections in axial direction generated by the present 
method are presented for several geometries with concav
ities in figures 5-12. Figures 5 to 8 compare grids about 
geometries with moderate 90° concavities obtained with 
the hyperbolic grid generator using a large amount of im
plicitness a — 3.0 to prevent grid folding at the expense 
of losing orthogonality and clustering with grids obtained 
by using panel method control and a = 1.0. The direction 
effects of the present grid generator are obvious. In gen
eral the present method prevents grid folding ,does not 
destroy the grid spacing in concave corners, clusters grid 
lines somewhat at convex corners and shows more skew-
ness at 360° convex corners. It should be noted that no 
a t tempts have been made to optimize the control param
eters or the surface grid distributions in these examples 
to obtain a smoother grid. 

Figure 9 to 12 show results about several geometries 
with strong concavities. It was not possible to obtain re
sults without the panel method control by varying Q € 

and £c! The uneven figures show plain results of the 
present method an the even figures show the grids af
ter application of post-elliptic smoothing. The plain grid 

Figure 5: Grid generated with Hyperbolic grid genera
tor with Panel method control:a = 1.0, eu = 1.0, e — 
0.1, M = 0.5, ec = 0.1, e6 = 0.3, K = 0.0 

Figure 6: Grid generated with Hyperbolic grid genera
tor with no Panel method control'.a = 3.0, eu = 1.0, £ = 
0 . 1 , ^ = 0.5, ec = 0.1, ej = 0.0, K = 0.0 

of figure 9 is not smooth,has no grid folding and suffers 
from a significant amount of skewness. An undenyable 
improvement is obtained by applying elliptic smoothing 
afterwards. Also the plain grid of figure 11, about a ge
ometry which probably is very close to the limits in apply
ing the method is improved significantly after post-elliptic 
smoothing. It should be noted tha t no a t tempt has been 
made to adapt the surface distribution and the other con
trol parameters a , e and ec or to invoke the panel method 
at intermediate k planes. 

The above quasi 3-D applications have shown the abil
ity to generate grids about slowly varying slender shapes 
in axial direction and it can be concluded that the panel 
method control offers substantial benefits to the hyper
bolic grid generator method. With respect to the skew
ness control a limiter has been recently embedded in the 
method. 
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Figure 7: Grid generated with Hyperbolic grid genera
tor with Panel method controha = 1.0, eu = 1.0, e = 
0 .1 ,M= 0.5,ec = 0.1, eb = 0.3, K = 0.0 

Figure 8: Grid generated with Hyperbolic grid genera
tor with no Panel method controha = 3.0, eu = 1.0, e = 
0 .1 ,M= 0.5, ec = 0.1, e6 = 0.0, re = 0.0 

Figure 9: Grid generated with Hyperbolic grid genera
tor with Panel method controha = 1.0, eu — 1.0, e = 
0.1, >R = 0.5, Q = 0.1, eb = 0.8, re = 0.0 , 

Figure 10: Grid generated with Hyperbolic grid gener
ator with Panel method controha = 1.0, eu — 1.0, e = 
0.1, AH = 0.5, ec = 0.1, ej, = 0.8, re = 0.0 and using post 
elliptic smoothing 

Figure 11: Grid generated with Hyperbolic grid gener
ator with Panel method controha = 1.0, eu = 1.0, e = 
0.1, >R= 0.5, ec = 0.1,66 = 0.8, re = 0.0 

Figure 12: Grid generated with Hyperbolic grid gener
ator with Panel method controha = 1.0, eu — 1.0, e — 
0.1, AR = 0.5, e0 = 0.1,66 = 0.8, re = 0.0 and using post 
elliptic smoothing 
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3-D examples 
Also the investigation has been started to validate the grid 
generation method BLOWUP for configurations which 
have concavities in axial direction (airfoil and fuselage 
noses) and which have transverse cross-planes with vary
ing sweep angles. The ability to generate 3-D grids about 
these configurations is demonstrated for several geome
tries in figures 13-30. Figures 13-18 show coarse grid da ta 
about a rectangular wing with NLR7301 airfoil sections, 
j The examples were generated with the' hyperbolic grid 
generator using a large amount of j implicitness a = 3.0 
to prevent grid folding and also by using panel method 
control and a = 1.0. The concavity at the blunt nose of 
the airfoil and also the convex double-valued corner at the 
tip cause no problems. The grid generated by using panel 
method control is the better one. Figures 19-24 show 
coarse grid da ta for a wing-body combination generated 
with the hyperbolic grid generator using the implicitness 
factor a- = 3.0 and also with panel method control and 
a = 1.0. Figure 19 shows the input surface grid which is 
input to the geometry preprocessor of which the result, 
i.e. a surface grid distribution with upwind and down
wind slits, is shown in figure 20. The concavity at the 
apex and at the wing-body junction and also the convex 
double-valued corners at the tip cause no problems. The 
grid generated with panel control is slightly better at the 
wing-fuselage junction. Finally figure 25-30 show coarse 
grid data, about a T-tail-fuselage combination. In this 
case the tail surfaces have sweep angles which is reflected 
by the curvatures of the i grid planes. The examples 
were generated with the hyperbolic grid generator using 
a = 1.0 and panel method control eb = 0.5 . From the 
above prelimenary 3-D applications it is concluded that 
the present hyperbolic grid generator method with panel 
method control is able to generate OH type grids around 
fairly complex shapes with concavities in a small turn
around t ime. 

With respect to reduction of computat ional cost it 
is worthwhile to combine an algebraic grid generation 
scheme with the present method which can be used as 
soon as the concave zones are largely resolved by the 
present method. 

Figure 13: 3-D Grid part about a rectangular wing with 
NLR7301 airfoil sections generated by BLOWUP with 
c o n t r o l s = 3.0, eu = 1.0, e = 0.1, M = 0.5, ec = 0.2, eb = 
0.0,K = 0.0 

Figure 14: Close up at nose section of 3-D grid-part of 
figure 13 

Figure 15: The same grid part as figure 13 
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Figure 16: 3-D Grid part about a rectangular wing with 
NLR7301 airfoil sections generated by BLOWUP with 
panel method control:** = 1.0, cu = 1.0, e = 0.1, JR = 
0.5,<fc = 0.2,ej = 0.5, K = 0.5 

Figure 17: Close up at nose section of 3-D grid part of 
figure 16 

Figure 18: Close up at tip of 3-D grid-part of figure 13 
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Figure 19: Input surface grid for preprocessor of BLOW
UP for a wing body combination 

Figure 20: 3-D Grid about a wing-body combination gen
erated by BLOWUP with controls = 3.0, cu = 1.0, e = 
0A,M= 0.5,ec = 0.1,e6 = 0.0,/e= 0.0 

Figure 21: Transverse crossection of 3-D Grid part of 
figure 20 
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Figure 22: Surface grid with upwind and downwind slits Figure 25: Input surface grid for preprocessor of BLOW-
for a wing body combination Tjp for a T-tail-fuselage combination 

Figure 23: 3-D Grid about a wing-body combination „ . „„ „ „ „ . , , , . „ . ., „ , , . 
i i i T-.T^TJ7TTT^ •,, i , , i . i Figure 26: 3-D Grid par t about a T-tail-iuselage combi-

generated by BLOWUP with panel method controua = ,. , , , _ r ^TI,TT1-, , ; 1 , , , „ 
? „ 1 A A , An n r A 1 A r Ar nation generated by BLOWUP with controLa = 1.0, eu = 
1.0,eu = 1.0, e = 0.1,M= 0.5, <rc = 0.1, Q = 0.5, K = 0.5 1 A ° , m n K n i n K OK 

1.0, e = 0.1, M = 0.5, tc — 0.1, ej = 0.5, K — 0.5 

Figure 24: Transverse crossection of 3-D Grid part of 
figure 23 Figure 27: The same grid part as figure 26 
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Figure 28: Surface grid with upwind and downwind slits 
for a T-tail-fuselage combination 

Conclusion 
A demonstration has been given of a panel method which 
is used to generate grids. The method has been embed
ded in a hyperbolic grid generator method to control grid 
folding and clustering in concave areas. The components 
of the method have been described and results of appli
cations in 2-D and 3-D are shown. 

It is concluded that the control by panel methods will 
reduce the effort to generate OH type grids around trans
port type aircraft with concavities by extending the ap
plicability range, by improving grid quality and by a con
siderable reduction of turn-around time. 
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